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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 

A. Conclusions 

 After analyzing and determining the types of metaphor in the transcript of 

the Killing me inside band song’s lyric, the conclusions are presented as follows: 

1. The eight types of metaphor were occurred in Killing me inside band 

song’s lyric, they are active metaphor (2), subjective metaphor (21), 

mimetic metaphor (11), phenomenalistic metaphor (3), precision metaphor 

(4), and symbolism metaphor (14). 

2. Active metaphor occurred in killing me inside band song lyric because the 

lyric has a close relationship between the main subject and modifier. 

Mimetic metaphor occurred in the lyric because it has an imagination of 

unreal world. Phenomenalistic metaphor occurred in killing me inside 

band song’s lyric because the lyric use the real language referring to an 

imaginary or fictive world. Precision metaphor appears because the lyric 

has the process or quality to make the sentence more precise by being 

related, through modification, to a specific order to identify. Symbolism 

metaphor occurred because the lyric has particular kind of substitution of 

the interpretation. Subjective metaphor appears and dominating in the lyric 

because the speaker has his own view and sometimes it was different 

ideological or physical interpretation from the reader and hearer. Inactive 

metaphor didn’t occurred because the lyric didn’t contain any expression 
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whose literal interpretation is now dead and long forgotten which is only 

their metaphorical interpretation survives. Approximate metaphor also 

didn’t occurred because the lyric didn’t use the approximate number of 

expression to describe an action or things. 

 

B. Suggestions 

 By considering the research finding and the conclusions, there are some 

suggestions which are presented as follows: 

1. The students need to improve their knowledge about metaphor so that they 

can avoid misunderstanding in communication and can understand the 

purpose of literary works such as song or poem that usually using 

metaphor. 

2. Other researchers are suggested to make a more depth analysis of 

metaphor in other objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


